
Despite acute uncertainties and anxiety surrounding the upcoming Presidential election, investor
complacency is unusually high. Both candidates are posting very high (record-breaking actually)
unfavorable rankings among voters but the equity market suggests it is, so far, irrelevant. As we
contemplate the•upcoming•U.S. presidential•election one of our chief•investment related•concerns is
the potential for the election•results•to roil markets. Strangely,•the equity markets•trade•as if the
election results, be it a Clinton or Trump victory,•are•inconsequential for share prices.
That•stance•is•greatly at odds with•what many of us•think, as well as•the palpable anxiety voiced by
many traditional and social media outlets. In prior articles, including our most recent ?Mm Mm
Good?, we discussed economic and market distortions caused by extraordinary central bank
monetary policy. In this•instance, we focus on a behavioral distortion•that is, also, partially a result of
central bank policy, actions and words. Bad News is Good News• The•BREXIT•vote in the United
Kingdom•was feared to have•negative•consequences•for•the financial markets•if•U.K. voters favored
exiting•the European Union (EU). As we•now•know,•the ?leave? votes won•despite the•vast majority of
polls predicting a ?stay?•victory•right up to the end.•Following the surprising•result, stock markets
behaved as expected,•with most markets around the world plummeting. Within days,
however,•markets•snapped back, and after only a couple of weeks,•many•had not only fully recovered
but some had actually risen above pre-vote levels. This abnormal•behavior•is something that has
become commonplace in the last few years. The market has coined•this type of•market reaction•?bad
news is good news?.••From both a logical and a fundamental view•it is senseless unless one
considers why the market•thinks bad news is•good news. In 1998 Alan Greenspan and the•Federal
Reserve•helped•bail out•Wall Street and the failing hedge fund•Long Term Capital•Management.
From•that day forward, central bankers around the world have pursued an
increasingly•proactive•approach towards steering economic growth and,•more recently, financial•asset
prices. Over the last few years, actions and words aimed to halt downward trending markets, have
become strikingly obvious. In•July 2012,•Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank
(ECB),•vowed to do•?whatever it takes? to calm financial market fears•that were•hammering the Euro
region. Shortly after•uttering those famous words,•European stock•markets•and most others•around
the world•rallied significantly.•On October 14, 2014, Fed Governor James Bullard suggested•the Fed
pause•the tapering of Quantitative Easing (QE) in response to a 10% stock market decline and an
affiliated drop in bond yields. Within two weeks of his comments, the stock market had more than
erased its losses and was back to setting new all-time highs. Bullard?s so called ?stick save?,
Draghi?s promise to do anything, and•many other•similar statements•and actions from central
bankers have•not only reassured•investors•but they have bred a high level of
investor•complacency.•On a daily basis, it is commonplace to witness market indifference or even
strength on weak•economic•data. Most recently, on July 28,•2016, a much weaker than expected
GDP release, which should have caused concern for investors, resulted in equity market gains.
Investors•are electing to ignore fundamental•news and data, which ultimately underpin equity
valuations, on the presumption that the Fed and other central banks will•?do whatever it takes? to
prevent markets from correcting. Election•Complacency• As we approach•the coming•election,
the•U.S.•stock markets are trading as if•it were•a typical lazy summer with not a care in the world.
That is•in direct contrast•to•the•risks that many of us foresee•with•the coming election. Realized
volatility is a measure of•the degree of variation of a series of historical prices.•Implied
volatility•(VIX)•is a forward-looking measure•of realized volatility, derived from call and put option
pricing. Frequently, implied volatility increases when investors are concerned the market may be
entering a risky period and it decreases when there is little to worry about.•Realized and implied
volatility help us quantify the level of market complacency or concern. The graph
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below•shows•implied•equity•volatility•from prior election year periods•as of the end of•each
respective•July•leading to the election, as well as at the end of July 2016. Note that
current•annualized•implied volatility of 11.87%•is well below any other level seen since•at least•the Bill
Clinton-Bob Dole•election•of•1996.•Additionally,•when compared to the entire dataset going back•over
twenty•years, as shown below, the current index•(red dotted line)•is•well below the average and 95%
of all•other•observations. In other words, the market is extremely confident there are no surprises
looming and•no cause for concern, election or not. Implied volatility is not a perfect measure to
assess market concerns directly related to the election, as it can also reflect concerns about other
events as well. Accordingly, comparing•current implied volatility to recent realized volatility provides
a baseline from which to gauge the degree that implied volatility is elevated. One would assume
that as uncertainty and risk increase as an election gets closer, implied volatility, or future volatility
expectations would trade higher than realized volatility. Prior to this coming election, the data
clearly supports that logical theory as shown in the table below. As of late July,•in each of the last
five elections,•implied•volatility•was•at least 20%•higher•than•realized volatility.•2016•is an anomaly.
Going into one•of•the more unpredictable elections,•implied volatility is trading at a discount to
realized volatility. Summary• Can we assume the•Fed will ensure the markets
behave•appropriately•regardless of who wins the election? Answering this question is difficult.
Recent history sides with those answering yes. That said,•there is a risk that the•2016•election•results
upset•markets, and when needed, Fed statements and/or actions will not have their desired effect.
When•that risk is considered alongside already troubling factors such as stagnating economic
growth, declining earnings, high valuations and numerous geopolitical•risks, investors may be well-
served to question many bullish market forecasts and the popular blind faith assumption in Fed
effectiveness. The market,•courtesy of•complacent investors, is offering•very•cheap insurance
for an event that has the potential to induce extreme volatility•via VIX options and
futures.•Even if the next eleven weeks leading to the election prove to be uneventful, the VIX
at current levels, as shown earlier, has been a prudent place to own protection.•We
recommend you consider this opportunity•as a protective measure.


